An African Leader in Energy and Infrastructure

Qalaa Holdings Key Speaker at UN's High Level Political Forum’s Private Sector Workshop “Business Leading the Way” as a model for Embracing SDGs in Core Practice

Qalaa’s Education Initiatives to be Presented to 44 Attending Countries as Success Story in Implementing SDG #4. Qalaa Holdings will also showcase its success in advancing sustainable development and aligning its ESG practices with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as an example for emerging market companies. Read More


ENERGY
Our integrated energy investments cover the value chain from refining to energy distribution, power generation and renewables, providing solutions that helping countries ensure their energy security.

CEMENT
Our cement and construction division includes regional cement manufacturer ASEC Cement (which currently controls an influenced cement production capacity of 5.5 MTPA) and providers of construction, engineering and plant management services.

AGRIFOODS
Our agrifoods platforms Gozour and Watra hold household names that produce fresh milk, dairy products, staple crops, produce and meat — all primarily for domestic consumption by consumers in each of the nations in which they operate.

TRANSPORTATION & LOGISTICS
Qalaa Holdings’ river transport investments provide affordable, reliable logistics solutions that are lowering barriers to trade.
Qalaa Holdings is a leading investment company in Africa and the Middle East. We invest in core industries that will shape the future of Egypt and Africa: energy, cement, agrifoods, transportation & logistics, and mining.

**MINING**

Qalaa Holdings’ mining investments provide quarrying services to the Egyptian cement industry, export value-added industrial minerals to global industries, produce environmentally friendly insulation and invest in precious metals across Africa.

**OUR FOOTPRINT (OUR-FOOTPRINT)**

**NON-CORE PLATFORMS (INDUSTRIES/NON-CORE-COMPANIES)**

As part of its transformation, Qalaa Holdings is divesting non-core platforms over a 3-year period. The firm will continue to invest in these non-core holdings to maximize value for shareholders and LPs alike at exit. Read Details (industries/mining).

**HOW WE APPROACH RESPONSIBLE INVESTING (SCHOLARSHIP-FOUNDATION)**

Qalaa Holdings pursues sustainable investments that reflect the view that environmental, social and corporate governance (ESG) issues have an impact.

**OUR SUBSIDIARIES**

- TAQA Arabia (/subsidiaries/taqa-arabia)
- Nile Logistics (/subsidiaries/nile-logistics)
- Wafra (/subsidiaries/wafra)
- Tawazon (/subsidiaries/tawazon)
- Africa Railways (/subsidiaries/africa-railways)
- ASCOM (/subsidiaries/ascom)
- Egyptian Refining Company (/subsidiaries/egyptian-refining-company)
- Gozour (/subsidiaries/gozour)
- ASEC Holding (/subsidiaries/asec-holding)
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Qalaa reports revenues of EGP 9.3 billion in FY17, up 22% y-o-y owing to improved top-line performance at TAQA Arabia and Tawazon and increased competitiveness at ASCOM's mining subsidiaries; FY17 EBITDA sees a 56% y-o-y increase. ERC is scheduled to begin production in 2019.